EFSG welcomes its new Chairman

EFSG is delighted to welcome Mr Guillaume Savornin as its new Chairman following his recent election by the Board of Management.

Guillaume is C.E.O of the National Centre for Prevention and Protection (CNPP Group) since 2013 and Vice chairman of CFPA Europe (Confederation of fire and protection association). He has spent much of his professional career in the world of environmental and infrastructure services. Starting at Générale des Eaux (Ex VEOLIA Group) in France, Guillaume then moved on to engineering companies, first within the German Linde Group, then within the Franco-Dutch Ginger-Grontmij Group.

Guillaume succeeds Mr Graham Orme who served as Chairman for five years 2015-2020. EFSG thanks Graham for his valued contribution and helping to modernise the association in order for it to better adapt to changes in the global markets.

Guillaume stated

“EFSG is the leading European organisation in the field of fire and security certification. EFSG has many challenges to face and I am very proud to be at the head of this organisation for the next three years”.

Short description of EFSG, mission and values

EFSG establishes a common approach to conformity assessment in the form of mutual recognition agreements to support manufacturers that need to obtain multiple certification marks to gain access to European and worldwide markets.

Specialising in the fields of fire and security EFSG provides a network of highly experienced certifiers delivering quality certification services that focus on the needs of specifiers seeking reliable products and equipment manufacturers that must bring their products to market quickly.

The certifier members of EFSG with their well-respected certification marks work together with the associated test laboratories to help their clients obtain multiple certification with minimal duplication and cost.